CCAMP

Camping Tent
Assembly Instructions
English

CONTENT:

Connect frame to tent.
5. Insert one end of main tent pole onto pin of pin & ring system, at tent corner (e).
6. Go to opposite side of pole and gradually apply pressure to the pole forming an arch
until you are able to insert the pin into the pole (f). Do the same with the other pole.
7. Attach frame clips along the edges of tent to frame poles (g). Make any adjustments to
the tent corner stakes that are needed.

1 Tent.
1 Rainfly.
2 Frame poles.

e)

f)

1 Rainfly pole.
4 Stakes

When you are Ready To Set up your Tent

g)

• Select a level campsite clear of rocks and other hard or sharp objects.
• Do not set up your tent under trees.
IMPORTANT: Set up your tent at home before your first camping trip. A dark
campsite is no place to learn how to assemble your tent. Read assembly
instructions with care.

Layout & positioning of tent, pole assembly.
1. Layout and position tent with door facing desired
direction (a). Unzip door. (In windy conditions, do not
position the door of tent into the wind).
2. Stake down tent corners only, using the rings at the
end of stake loops (b). Keep the floor taut.
3. Assemble frame poles by interlocking shock-corded
poles (c).
4. Insert one of the poles into any sleeve , diagonally
from the corner, passing through the center of the tent
and insert it again in the opposite corner sleeve, do the
same on the opposite side (d). (The center of the poles
should cross forming an “X” in the middle of tent).

a)

b)

Attach rainfly
Assemble rainfly poles by interlocking shock-corded poles (c).
8. Extend the rainfly and insert the pole into the sleeve which is in the middle of one of the
edges (h.1), this side of the rainfly must be in the same direction of the tent door.
9. Connect the four elastic loops with “S” hooks,(found at the rainfly corners) to the four
rings at the corners of the tent (h.2).
10. Insert the rainfly pole into the riveting holes located in the top of the tent, tighten the
pole inserting the other side into the opposite riveting hole (h.3).
Now your tent this fully assembled .

Rainfly sleeve

h)

c)
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